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Brief and objectives: 

FairFX is a currency provider, specialising in prepaid cards with a USP of value.  

Objectives: 

 Raise awareness; reach mass market consumers with weekly national coverage 
 Disrupt currency market, becoming a provider of choice; growing customers 
 Reach consumers in non-PF sections (50% consumer/travel v PF split) 
 Associate FairFX with “best value”  

Stimulate consumer change to a „smart money movement‟ 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

Our year started with the Brexit referendum which saw the pound plummet and a major shift 

in interest from our two tiers of stakeholders; consumers and media.  In response, our new 

approach turned negativity on its head, empowering consumers to seek best value.  

We spoke to journalists to assess:  

 Their take on Brexit 
 What stories they were looking for 
 Angles that appealed 
 How we could help 

Daily monitoring of media, customer feedback, traffic to FairFX blogs and engagement levels 

on social media enabled us to understand:  

 Issues that mattered most to consumers 
 Themes which resonated 
 Questions needing answers 
 Sentiment towards overseas travel and cost 

Digesting industry reports and media analysis meant we kept tabs on competitors to ensure 

our campaigns were fresh.  

New campaigns were devised alongside a new strand of exclusive investigations designed 

for target journalists. We reallocated our week to respond to the constantly shifting news 

agenda.  All activity was evaluated monthly for real-time learnings. 



Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

We needed to disrupt consumer norms; shaking the unearned trust consumers have in long-

established institutions. Our campaigns placed FairFX as a trusted consumer champion:  

 Exposing bad value 
 Demonstrating the  impact of bad currency decisions  
 Prompting consumers to seek an alternative 

 Positioning FairFX as the solution, associated with value  
 

Campaigns: 
 
Brexit: 
Our post-Brexit response included rate tracking, comments, „myth-busting‟ features, guides 
to Brexit and a cost barometer to demonstrate the real impact. This was also done at other 
key milestones e.g. triggering of Article 50, snap election.  
Positive messaging was prominent with advice securing best value. Further positivity was 
carried through value features including destinations still offering long-term value. 

 Coverage: 448 across all nationals, including BBC, ITV, Telegraph, Mail, 
Metro, E.Standard (front page), Guardian, Express, Mirror, BBCRadio2 

 
School holiday scandal: 
Ahead of the Supreme Court case on the legality of term-time holidays, we compared 120 
flights (term-time Vs half-term) finding price hikes of up to 800% securing an exclusive 
interview with ITV News. For the judgement, we prepared a media package comparing 104 
summer holidays. This was followed-up with a holiday price tracker and an expose on cost 
discrepancies for single-parent families. 

 Coverage: 97, including ITV news, Sky, GoodMorningBritain, Times, 
Telegraph, Independent, Express, Good Housekeeping, Metro, MSN, TES, 
Mail 

 
Airport profiteering:  
Calling up airport exchange booths as  mystery shoppers, we captured poor airport rates 
during school holidays. As the story gained traction, airports became reluctant to reveal rates 
to journalists who flooded to us to rate check.  

 Coverage: 126 including Times (front page), S.Times, Mail, FT, Telegraph, i, 
BBC, Telegraph, Metro  

 
Study abroad:  
To promote FairFX to students, we created the world‟s first comprehensive cost barometer, 
analysing tuition fees and living costs at 200 top global universities through meticulous desk 
research, packaged with advice on managing finances.  

 Coverage: 13 features including THES, Independent, Telegraph, Mail, 
University World News 

 
 
Exclusive investigations: 
We sent weekly media currency alerts offering comments and analysis, resulting in several 
exclusives e.g.: 

 FT: Rate investigation at banks and travel agents to dispel misconceptions 
about where offers the best rates. 

 Mail: Warning how paying in pounds overseas costs £380m. We calculated 
the fee sourcing overseas card usage, cross-referenced with FairFX data 
analysis.  

Times: Intro to prepaid cards and consumer movement on being proactive with currency 



 

Implementation of tactics: 

June 

 Brexit: currency tracker and advice guide 

July 

 Brexit cost barometer: Following pound‟s decline 

 Save £2k on your summer holiday: Mitigating negativity 

 Product update: Media awareness exercise  

August 

 Airport profiteering: Rate checking at key holiday season 

 DCC rip-off: Overseas card fees expose  

September 

 Study abroad: Timed for Times Higher Rankings/start of academic year 

October 

 Airport profiteering: Following pound‟s historic low, ahead of half term 

 Half-term: Advice on getting best family value 

November 

 Christmas markets: Destinations where pound has improved 

 US election currency analysis 

December 

 Value ski: Cost research into affordable alternative ski destinations 

 NYE Champagne test: Where can you celebrate globally for less? 

January:  

 Study abroad: Re-nosed research for UCAS deadline 

 Travel money warning: Advice on impact of poor currency decisions; key 
holiday booking period 

 Cheapest Trump hotel: Quirky cost guide linked to inauguration 

 

February: 

 School holiday price scandal: Timed for Supreme Court case, costs 
sourced for half term 

 Alternative dream destinations: Peak booking period 

March 

 Article50 currency analysis: Reporting fluctuations with „when-to-buy‟ tips 

April 

 School holiday pricing: Follow ups pegged to ruling and summer holiday 
planning 

 Property abroad index: Research and analysis on overseas home costs 

May 



 Holiday price tracker: Exposing how prices shift during the week 

Single supplement investigation: Exposing price hikes single parents face 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
 1,210 articles 

o 587 nationals; 1,029%>target 
o 133,990cm print 
o 798 cited “best value” 
o 501 cited “planning ahead” 

 reaching 640.1m: 114%+ on Y1 

 74%-25% (Consumer/Travel Vs PF) 48%>target 

 FairFX reinforced as consumer champion 

 Wider impact:  

o 80,000 new customers   
o Increases: 28% revenue, 21% profit, 24% currency card turnover growth  

 

Mariette Ferreira, FairFX:  

“BrandContent made it their business to understand our needs, developing effective 

campaigns which are hard hitting, headline grabbing and delivering realms of coverage – all 

of which is strategically planned and aligned to our overall objectives. They don’t stop until 

they get results and their commitment to constant evaluation means that we know activity 

will have the maximum impact.  

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

PR Resource: £XXX(£XXXp/month) 

 Staggering coverage levels, 10p for 1,000 reached 

 No additional spend to PR fee; campaigns were effective, gaining traction on their 
own merit. This involved comprehensive research, meticulous currency analysis, bold 
investigations and strong media relationships 

 Demonstrates how a small regional agency can deliver for a national client; 
geography and size doesn‟t hold us back! 

 

 


